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A SUMMARY OF THE UCP ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
(From an attending UCP Member)

The UCP AGM was very interesting. Here is the Coles Notes' version:

Any governance or policy proposals that had even a whiff of top down control
and direction were voted down by a strong majority.

The "Fair Deal Panel" was overwhelmingly supported and will be traveling
the province, seeking more input from Albertans. Those attending the AGM
strongly supported and encouraged the government to pursue asap:

1. withdraw from CPP 
2. collect provincial income tax 
3. join Quebec in the effort to also collect Federal tax and remit to Ottawa 
4. renegotiate equalization 
5. amend charter to give every province guaranteed access to
interprovincial trade and guaranteed access to export and world markets 
6. establish Alberta's own police force 
7. deal with gun ownership as property rights

Premier Kenney, the ministers and caucus know they are in for the political
fight of their lives, and that the Laurentian elites will be playing hardball and
using the sharpest Laurentian lawyers, the Supreme Court and every dirty
trick they have at hand, as there is a lot of money and power at stake. Better
yet, the minister of energy and the AG both told me in so many words, if
Ottawa says "no", the response will be up to Albertans' wishes. Listening to
the crowd, most attendees were ready for independence if Ottawa refuses a
fair deal, which is at the minimum, all the powers that Quebec now enjoys.

I can tell you attending the AGM were many very smart people, steeped in
policy, governance, politics and to a person, calmly fed up with Ottawa
and will not back down, or take no for an answer.

FAIR DEAL PANEL

The Alberta Fair Deal Panel will be touring Alberta: 
Red Deer (Dec. 9), Calgary (Dec. 10), Lethbridge (Dec. 11), Grande Prairie
(Dec. 18), Fort McMurray (Jan. 8), Fort Saskatchewan (Jan. 9), Lloydminster
(Jan. 13), Airdrie (Jan. 16) and Medicine Hat (Jan. 17). Click here to get
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(Jan. 13), Airdrie (Jan. 16) and Medicine Hat (Jan. 17). Click here to get
involved

BIG OIL SINKING $4 BILLION INTO A DEEPWATER HUNT FOR
NEWFOUNDLAND'S NEXT MONSTER PROJECT

We will be watching with great interest how the Federal Liberals respond to
and regulate this new deepwater oil exploration effort off of the East
Coast and then compare it to how Western Canada is treated. Interestingly,
this offshore exploration project will obviously require the use of oil tankers
and we wonder whether the tanker ban affecting the west coast (Bill C-48)
will be expanded to the east coast. Remember that the new Federal
Minister of Natural Resources is from Newfoundland!! 
Click here for the article

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: Canada is now on the precipice. The first foreign attack on
Canada was by Chinese hackers, when it successfully hacked Nortel's IP
vault. Within 6 months, a Chinese competitor was selling knock off Nortel
switches, putting Nortel out of business, and knocking Canada's high tech
sector back by over a decade. The Chinese company quickly rose to global
prominence on the back of the stolen Nortel's intellectual property. China then
started corrupting influential Laurentian Liberal elites by paying them
"consulting fees" on retainer. This resulted in an incursion of many Chinese
businesses into Canada. During Trudeau's first term, the Trudeau regime
entertained Chinese businessmen and businesswomen and Chinese
government officials, accepting donations to the Trudeau Foundations, and at
the same time dragging their feet on banning Chinese manufactured
equipment used in the deployment of 5G. When Meng Wanzhou was arrested,
many prominent Laurentian Liberal elites immediately complained that Chinese
"consulting fees" and retainers were stopped, and demanded that she be
immediately be released. Fast forward to today, if the Trudeau regime allows
Chinese hardware to be used in our 5G system, Canada will become
uninvestable as every company in Canada will be at risk of being hacked by
China, benefiting Chinese corporate interests and like Nortel, soon going
bankrupt. Even worse, the 5 Eyes will kick out Canada, making Canada a
political and economic pariah state as no foreign corporation will consider
investing in Canada if it means heightened exposure to being hacked and
benefiting Chinese corporate competitors. This is what happens when political
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benefiting Chinese corporate competitors. This is what happens when political
leaders have been corrupted by foreign interests.

2. From a Reader: In the last French debate, Justin Trudeau said he has to
continue the fight against Conservative premiers Jason Kenney, Doug Ford
and the oil interests that support them. - Calgary Sun October 20th, 2019
(DECLARATION OF WAR)

3. From a Reader: Everyone Should Be Very Scared. Now it is apparently
okayed by the provincial and federal governments to allow Activists/Lobbyists
into our schools to brainwash extremely vulnerable children on climate change.
So now what is next ? You will be sure to see Activists/Lobbyists in our
schools for abortion, against the cattle industry, the lefts agendas will go on
and on. Now we have British Columbia banning plastic straws and bags while
reporting it's okay to dump raw sewage into the Pacific Ocean claiming that
the oceans currents take it out were it is of no danger to the oceans and
marine life. It's absolutely ridiculous that everyone on the Left is a Climate
Scientist and everyone on the Right is a Climate Denier. I'm fine with bringing
in the globe's top climate scientists, the real ones that have the earth's core
samples and put their knowledge on the table for debate. NOT GRETA/ GORE.
I've almost given up. As the saying goes, You just can't fix stupid and man do
we ever have a surplus of that in our country. Thanks again Action Alberta for
your tireless work.

4. From a Reader: There is much more going on here. The recent economic
policies of the Trudeau government have literally destroyed the West's energy
industry along with his use of your tax dollars to support environmentalists to
block pipeline construction. Combine that with the hypocritical practice of
importing blood oil from the Saudis and Nigeria while the West's is landlocked
is truly unconscionable, particularly with Quebec's Legault demanding that
Ottawa "do something" about the shortage of propane! (I recall an Alberta
Premier tell Quebec to "freeze in the dark).

5. From a Reader (from Ontario): I believe the time is long overdue for the
ROC to tell Quebec to take a hike. It is getting to a point where it is very very
difficult for a non-Francophone to get a job in the public sector. Even more and
more businesses are requiring bilingualism as a requirement. I live in eastern
Ontario which is one of the hotbeds and the French keep pushing and pushing
for more power and rights despite the fact that they get pretty well anything
they want. I am sick of it and so many of my friends are also. (including lots of



they want. I am sick of it and so many of my friends are also. (including lots of
French-speaking). I was very involved in the language issue in the late 80's
early 90's having served as President of APEC with over 2500 members in
Cornwall S D & G area. The problem will never leave us until we have
politicians with a backbone to stand up to this costly nonsense. And the
climate change hoax is as bad!

6. From a Reader: It’s certainly accurate to say that the “Alberta Agenda”
letter Ted Morton was a signatory to in 2001 has “not worked to improve
Alberta’s position within Confederation.” The reason for this – in my estimation
– is not that the plan was wrong. Rather, the plan didn’t succeed because the
Alberta government didn’t champion it. In his address at the UCP AGM on
Saturday evening, Premier Jason Kenney promised UCP members that his
government is committed to securing a better deal for Alberta. I’m hopeful the
Kenney government will move forward immediately to put in place selected
elements of the Alberta Agenda – as Quebec governments have already done
in their province. But I believe Alberta should hold Plan B in reserve. It’s time
for Alberta to play the strong cards it holds under Plan A.

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. NATIONAL UNITY IS THE PRIME MINISTER'S MAIN JOB. TRUDEAU
NEEDS TO OWN IT! Click here

2. 'EVERYONE'S ANGRY: WHY YOU'RE WRONG IF YOU THINK WEXIT IS
JUST'AN ALBERTA THING' Click here

3. THE B.C. CARBON TAX SHOWS US WHY A NATIONAL ONE IS A BAD
IDEA! Click here

4. PQ LEADER: LOOK IN THE MIRROR, ALBERTA. YOUR WOES ARE NOT
QUEBEC'S FAULT Click here

5. STEPHEN LEDREW: WE CAN'T GUT THE ECONOMY TO SAVE THE
ENVIRONMENT Click here

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE
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We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta 
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson 
Calgary, Alberta 
kenfwilson@icloud.com

Rick Shannon 
Calgary, Alberta

Neil Bowker 
Edmonton, Alberta

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.



NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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